
Existing manual approaches to network operations take days or weeks and result in errors and 
new security risks.  Some of the largest organizations in the world enhanced their efficiency and 
accuracy with Tufin—all while using fewer resources.  See how you can improve your organization’s
security posture and bottom line through automating access changes across even the most dynamic
and fragmented networks.

About Tufin 
Tufin is the leader in network security policy management. The platform centralizes, automates and orchestrates network and cloud access for 
many of the largest organizations in the world. Over 2,900 enterprises have trusted Tufin to implement accurate network changes in minutes instead 
of days, accelerate secure application deployments, and virtually eliminate manual tasks. A vendor-agnostic solution designed to integrate network 

and cloud security processes, Tufin is the answer to balancing security and business agility. Find out more at www.tufin.com. 
 

Find out more at: www.tufin.com
Follow Tufin on Twitter: @TufinTech
Read more on Tufin’s blog: Suite Talk

www.tufin.com

Network Change Automation. 

Automation Boosts Business Agility.

reduced the time to implement changes from 10-14 days to same day 
implementation, improving customer satisfaction and eliminating delays 
impacting the business.

A leading American insurance company

reduced the time to implement network changes by 87%, from 1-2 months
to less than a week — dramatically increasing client satisfaction with 
standardized delivery.

A large utility company in the U.S.

automated their network changes and accelerated implementation from 
1-2 weeks to 1-2 days — improving productivity by 20-30% right off the 
bat with the automated processing of duplicate requests.

A large European telco

Automation Increases Operational
Efficiency and Productivity.

automated 82% of their firewall changes and freed up 67% of the 
team bandwidth to focus on strategic projects, and are now 
implementing changes in 1 hour instead of over 5 business days.

A large U.S. federal agency

improved productivity by 50% and eliminated change escalations by 
using automation to implement changes in less than 1 day.

One of the largest car manufacturers in Germany

freed up to 62% of the team from working on ongoing change requests
by using automation to implement changes in 1 day instead of 1-2 weeks.

One of the leading healthcare providers in the U.S.

reduced redo rates from 25% to less than 3% by automating firewall 
changes.

A leading credit card provider in the U.S.

Automation Improves Security
and Accuracy.

automated firewall cleanup and decommissioned 18K redundant 
rules in 1 day to tighten network security.

A large financial services company in the U.S. 

used automation to enforce a consistent, fully documented process and was 
able to cut down audit preparation to 1-2 days and eliminate 
reopened requests altogether.

A large utility company in EMEA

How Much Can Your Business Save?

To learn more about automation efficiency gains visit the 
Large U.S. Utilities Company  Success Story.

https://lp.tufin.com/rs/769-ICF-145/images/large-us-utilities-company-cs-en.pdf

